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Flexibility on your own terms: Egholm launches new rental solution
With a new rental solution for machines and single attachments, Egholm provides cutting-edge utility machines
for a monthly fee thus relieving you of long-term investments and maintenance costs.

When you need a specific or seasonal job done without restricting your liquidity, Egholm Rental is a cost-effective
alternative to buying a professional utility machine for your sweeping, ground care or winter tasks. In these cases,
machine rental is not only the most economical and flexible solution but also the more transparent and calculable
choice.
“There are no surprises - with Egholm Rental, you know exactly what to pay each month making the planning much
easier,” says Norbert Birkendorf, Group Rental Manager at Egholm.
The choice is yours
With Egholm’s team of specialists by your side, you can choose between all Egholm utility machines: Park Ranger
2150, City Ranger 2260 and City Ranger 3070 which are among the leading machines on the European market.
These can all be combined with numerous tailor-made attachments and the rental time frame is completely up to
you. “You can choose a short-term rental for seasonal peak or a major event. A seasonal rental for a period up to 7
months which is a great way to increase your capacity during winter or summer. Or a long-term contract covering
any period of your choosing,” says Norbert Birkendorf.
Insourcing gets the job done
Instead of relying on external partners for certain needs within the field of urban cleaning, Egholm Rental also
enables you to let your own staff perform the tasks which is often the cheaper and faster way to solve the job at
hand. Furthermore, a Quick-shift system increases the efficiency as the change of attachments can be done in just
a few minutes with no tools needed.

Download photos here: https://egholm.eu/marketing/downloadables
For more information: Egholm A/S - Maria Bro - mb@egholm.dk - T: +45 93 63 48 11
About Egholm:
Egholm A/S develops, produces and markets utility machines that keep roads, parks and outdoor areas clean and inviting all year round.
Built by craftsmen in Denmark, Egholm machines are in operation in cities and parks all over the world. With special attachments
developed for the machines, Egholm machines deliver perfect results no matter the task at hand. Egholm A/S is a family-owned and
family-run company with deep roots in the West of Denmark. For more information on Egholm, please visit www.egholm.eu.
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